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IHTRODTJCTIOM

The Kaared x Blackball and reciprocal crosses used In

this study were made toy B. B. Bayles In the Agronomy

Hursery at Manhattan In 19i!2. The Fq seeds were sown In

the Agronomy Greenhouse In the fall of 1922 and sixteen Pj

plants were harvested In the spring of 1925. The Fg

generation was not grown until the winter of 1926-1927.

Kanred and Blackhull were the two most widely grown

varieties in Kansas at the time this cross was made. Both

varieties had a number of desirable characters and a number

of undesirable ones. By growing sufficient numbers and by

proper selection. It was thought that a higher yielding,

moderately stiff strawed and more wlnterhardy wheat for

Kansas might be produced from this cross.

As reported by Clark and Salmon (1), Knnrad is a pure

line selection from Crimean wheat developed at the Kansas

Agricultural Experiment Station. It is bearded and has

glabrous white glumes. In appearance it closely resembles

the Turkey and Kharkov varieties from which it can usually

be distinguished by the longer beaks on the outer glumes.

The beaks of Kanred wheat vary from one-eighth of an inch

to an Inch in length. In all other respects, Kanred is

similar to Turkey and Kharkov except that it is slightly



earlier, slightly more winter resistant and Is remarkably

resistant to some forms of leaf rust and to same forms of

black stem rust. Kanred hat cut-yielded Turkey and Kharkov

by an average of about four bushels per acre over a ten-

year period. It is grown on about, twonilllon acres in

Kansas. "vhe undesirable character* of Eanred are Its weak

straw and its susceptibility to Hessian fly.

Blackhull wheat, as reported by Salmon, Swanson and

Laude (2), was originated by Earl 0. Clark of Sedgwick,

Kansas, and first distributed by him In 1917. This variety

is now grown on about four million acres in Kansas. Black-

hull possesses some very desirable characters. It excel*

Kanred in stiffiseaa of straw, in resistance to Heaaian fly

attack, in test weight and in yield. Blackhull heada

several days earlier than Kanred. In nine years of nursery-

trials it has yielded on the average 5.51 bushels more per

acre than Kanred; the grain is softer in texture; the

gluten or protein, although equal in quantity, is not so

strong, and hence, is not so satisfactory in commercial

bakeries aa is Kanred wheat.

Both Kanred and Blackhull are only medium early in

maturity

.



While each of the varieties carries genes for several

valuable agronomic characters, neither excels the other In

any one character sufficiently to lead one to expect a

super wheat In quality, earllness, yield, stiffness of

straw, disease resistance, insect resistance, or In winter-

hardlness.

Lisnm

Cold resistance In V.heat

Clark, liartin and F&rJcer (3) state that low tempera-

tures cause severe losses In the winter wheat growing

regions of the United States and that lack of wirterhardi-

ness is probably responsible for a large proportion of the

te; per cent abandonment of wheat acreage each year, in

Kansas .

•art in (4) found that hardy wheats differ from non-

hardy wheats in that they have a lower moisture content in

their leaf tissue during the winter, a juice with a higher

per cent of total solids, a higher osmotic pressure when the

plants are growing rapidly, a juice with a higher percent-

age of bound water, a lower rate of respiration at low

temperatures and frequently longer periods of vegetative

growth, luring the hardening of wheata, the moisture con-

tent decreases, there is an increase in the total solids



in the sap and imbibing pressure of the cell colloids.

The quantity of juice is positively correlated with moisture

content, while percentage of total solids and freezing

point depression of the juice are negatively correlated

with moisture content. The factors influencing the coli

resistance of a plant may vary widely among different

varieties at different seasons and under varying conditions.

Klages (5) reports that extreme depressions of temperature,

-13° to -21° C. from greenhouse temperatures of 18° C,

and low soil moisture, due to its retardation of the life

processes of plants, exert a protective influence during

the first part of exposure to low temperatures. After

killing once sets in on soils with a low moisture content,

it progresses rapidly. The more active the plants are

at the time of freezing, the more marked is the protective

influence of low soil moisture content during the early

periods of exposure. More plants survive on soils with a

high moisture content than on woils with a low moisture

content. Plants on soils containing LP to 50 per cent

moisture were always the last to reach the point of complete

killing.

Newton (6) found no constant relation between depression

of freezing point, specific conductivity or hydrogen



ion concentration of the call sap and relative frost hardi-

ness nor was the relation hetween dry Batter content and

hardiness constant.

The sugar content did not correspond unlformily with

the known hardiness. The percentage of nsju decreased

between November 12 and December 9, falling lowest in the

tender varieties. Sucrose was apparently the only disac-

charide present. Plants of oil varieties studied were

entirely free of starch.

In a second paper, Newton (7) states that the imbibi-

tion pressure of freeh leaves in the wlnter-hnrdened con-

dition was in most cases directly related to hardiness.

Unhardened leaves Stawmd no relation between imbibition

pressure or volume of press Juice and hardiness. The mois-

ture content of hardened tissues tends to be inversely

proportional to the hardiness. There is some evidence that

in hardy varieties it fluctuates less with changes in

weather conditions.

Study of Pg Generation

L. L. Davis (8) made a study of the progenies of the

Kanfce? x Blackball and reciprocal crosses in the P, and P
£

generet lone.



In the Kj he reports on plant height, date of heading

and number of culms. The sixteen hybrids grown averaged

60.5 Inches In height as compared with an average height

of 55 inches for Kanred and 54 Inches for Blackhu.il. Only

four plants of each of the parents were grown. Heterosis

was evident In the F. plants.

The average number of culms per plant was 4.5, 3.5,

and 4.5 for the Kanred, Blackhull and the F-^ hybrids, res-

pectively.

The heading dates show the F^ hybrids to be Inter-

mediate, as compared with the parents.

Beak Length . In the F_, Davis reports as follows

i

The parents differed markedly In beak length. IB every

case but one, the average beak length of the hybrids was

Intermediate to that of Kanred and Blackhull. The one

exception, family F^-St, may not be a hybrid, iiaeh plant

in the family had a beak length of 1 mm. Families F-^-lb

and P^-Bb are the only reciprocal orosses of Kanred x

Blackhull, and these two families showed the shortest beak

length of any of the families. The range for the fifteen

F2 families, excluding Fj-5*, was considerable; namely,

from 6 mm. to 14.8 mm.



No clear cndelian ratio waa shown, probably due to

the lack of sufficient numbers, and to the quantitative

nature of the character under observation.

A distribution of the beak lengths of F2 hybrid*

showa lixty-foor that are short, ninety-five intermediate

,

and twenty that are long. Indicating rather clearly that

the short beak length is dominant. Davis shows, by combin-

ing the short and intermediate beak lengths, that s ratio

approaching 15:1 gives the cloaeat fit. The calcuaated

ratio Is 168.8:11.2 or a deviation of 8.8±2.18. flams la

4.04 tinea the probable error, and la of doubtful signifi-

cance.

Heading Dates . A study of heading datea ahowed th*

average of the F2 families to be May 18, or three days

earlier than Kanred and five days earlier than Blackhull.

Individual families showed an average heading date

much earlier than that of either parent.

Families Fj-Sb and Fj-la were twelve and thirteen

days earlier than the average of the parents, respectively.

Plumpness and Yellow Berry . A study of the plumpness

of the kernels and pel- cent yellow berry of the grain

produced by the F
g
hybrids shows individual plants ranging

from 25 to 95 per cent plump, ana o to 90 per cent yellow
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berry. Families ?--5e. end Fj-ce showed the greatest range

lr. plumpness notes, 57.2 and 88.8, respectively*

Kernels of Kam-ed and Bl»e3dmll had average plumpness

notes of 76.9 and 72.2, respectively. The average per cent

yellow berry of Eanred and Blackhull Is 18 and 2.8 |

cent, respectively. This difference is In agreenent with

observations made or. samples crown in the field over e

period of years.

Umber of Heads and CuJma per Plant . The number of

tillers and heads per plant showed considerable variation

in the Fg families. The per cent of culms producing heads

ranged from 38.7 per cent for family Fj-5e to 87 per cent

for family ^-30.

Habit of growth . The Kanred and Blaefchull parents of

this crosa are classed as having a prostrate and semi-

erect growth habit, respectively. Habit of growth notes

were fken vrhen the Fg plants were approximately six Inches

high. The Fg hybrid* at this stage showed all possible

gradations from prostrate to erect. Different families

showed strikin- differences. Of the total population,

105 were classed as prostrate, 84 aa send-erect and 11 as

erect. The greatest differences were between families
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F,-22-ld aai F,-5c in which all plants wore as proatrate

as Kanred, and f.'i.nlly F,-2b in which all plants were semi-

erect, 3lmilar to the Blaokhull parent.

MATERIALS AND XETHOIS

equipment used In this study was a steam-heated

greenhouse, about two thousand four-inch ciuy pots, and a

thermostatically oonti-olled low temperature machine, seeds

were sown in four-inch clay pots filled with a screened

mixture of ouo pa-'t deeomposed Manure, one part of sand,

-\ree parte of a black clay loan garden soil.

The pots were kept on sanded benches approximately

thirty-eight inches from the floor. While the plants were

small and after their removal from the freesing chamber,

they were watered each morning sufficiently to keep them

from wilting.

Greenhouse temperatures of 50° to 65° F. were main-

tained throughout the winter except for two unusually cold

nighte when the temperature dropped to 40° F. for a few

hours.

Freezing studies in the greenhouse were nade by means

of a direct expansion, automatically regulated, carbon

dioxide refrigeration maohlne. The cooling was effected

by means of nine coils of pipe surrounding the sides, ends



and bottom of the Interior of the freezing chamber which

was approximately ten feet long, four feet wide, and three

feet deep. A thermostat was adjusted and used to auto-

matically regulate the machine at a desired temperature,

turning It on and off within o range of 3° C. Approxlmate-

ly eighty-five potted plants were placed In the machine at

a time. Each freezing lot consisted of an equal number of

plants of each family and from five to ten plants of each

of the two parents to serve as checks or controls.

A few houra before freezing as much water was added

to the soil as It would readily take up. After freezing,

the plants were set on greenhouse benches and kept under

the usual greenhouse conditions as to temperature and

watering.

EXPERBffiHTAL RESULTS

P, Greenhouse Cultures, 19^7-1928

In October, 1927, the seed of the eighty-two Pg

families of the Kanred x Blackhull cross was planted. Ten

seeds from each of the families were planted In as many

pots. One hundred kernels of each of the parents were

sown to be used as checks on the results obtained from the

hybrldB

.
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riants Elased out-.-i"-iV az--. . roveniber , 7, all

of the j-^ts were ut -of-doors'. B*Wf were placed on

* flat, level atrip of ground protected on the south and

wast sides by greenhouses end on the northeast hv- a small

clump of trees , The plants when placed out-of-dcors were

approximc tel;r four Inches in height and had hardly begun

to tiller. Tie lateaess of Che soason Msi the d*>rcer of

freezing tenperatures Jjodicatad that it was beat to put t:

out at this stage of growth so that they might have a

chance to acquire a certain degree o* ^prdlnesfi. Had they

been kept indoors until further tillers had developed, the

change from greenhouse *? outdoor conditions might have

been severe enough to kill the plants before they had had

a chance to become hardened. Two rather severe cold

spells on December 7 to Jl and December 15 to 17 resulted

in the loss of all plants of both hybrids and parents.

All of the plants were woved into the greenhouse on Decem-

ber 17 and the killing became apparent a few days later.

The first indications of the death of the plants were the

yellowing and drying of the plant leaves.

To eliminate any possibility of there being a short-

age of plant food, a nutrient solution was added, using a

formula suggested by Dr. I. c. sawreii. The stock solution

consisted of 236 grama of Ca(H0
5 )2 .4Hg# in a liter,
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136.1 gram* of KHgPO^HgO In a liter and 246.3 grams of

Mg S04 In a liter. From this stock solution, 22.7 c.c. of

of Ca(H03)2 50.1 c.c. of KHgP04 , and 8 c.c. of Bg S04

were taken and made up to one liter and as much applied to

each ..lent es the pots would hold, which wee somewhat less

than half a pint*

In a few plants the yellowing seemed to be checked

for a time. Others that had been more severely Injured

showed no signs of hawing been benefited by the nutrient

solution. Dr. E. C. Miller suggested that the yellowing

may have been due to frees lng injury to the roots. Roots

of a number of the yellowed plants were washed free of soil

and examined. In every case, the crown had begun to

blacken and rot and the roots were of a dull grey color, as

compared with the bright, healthy appearance of the roots

of normal, unfrozen plants grown In the greenhouse.

Preliminary notes on freeslng Injury were taken on

the plants a few days after they were moved Indoors. The

Injured leaves of frosen plants were non-turgid and green-

ish black In color, depending on the degree of Injury.

Tips of the leaves were Injured before the lower parts of

the leaves were affected, old leaves snowed injury sooner

than the young leaves. Estimates of Injury In percentages

were based on the amount of leaf Injury. Zero Indicated
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no visible injury. Plant* with leaves completely killed

were graded as 100 per cent injured.

A second and final set of notes was ordinarily taken

about seven to fourteen days later. In some cases, only

one set of notes was taken. These were found to check

v«ry closely with the preliminary notes, except where

yellowing of the leaves had Interfered.

The percentage of injury varied from 76.6 per cent

for families Fj-la-11 to 100 per cent for sixteen other

families. The average per cent injury for 666 plants in

the eighty-two families placed out-of-doors was 97.1 as

compared with the average per cent injury of Blackball,

100 per oent and Kanred 99.2 per cent.

Dae to the severe amount of yellowing, a second set

of notes was not taken. Ho plants of the first planting

survived so that further studies could not be made.

Table I. shows e temperature range from 81° P., on

Hovwmber 10 to 3° P. on December 7 during the forty-two

days that these plantings were out-of-doors. Ho appreciable

damage was noticed before the five days of cold weatlier on

December 7 to 11, inclusive, during which time the minimum

temperatures were respectively 3°, 6°, 12°, 8° and 11° P.

On December 15, the minimum temperature was 42° P. and the

maximum was 58° P. Two days later, on Deoember 15, 16 and



u
fable /. Temperatures during peril id in which Kamed, Blao&iull

and F3 hybrid plants wore outside greenhouse.

Vorember, 19^7 Decenbfir, 1927

Date Degrees, F. Max. Hln. Date Degrees, F. Max. Min.

6 64 29 1 44 16

7 69 40 2 33 9

8 68 26 3 61 23
9 55 40 4 46 17

10 81 44 5 53 19

11 73 32 6 60 36
12 50 21 7 37 3

13 62 34 8 12 6

14 68 36 9 36 12
15 37 24 10 28 8

t 16 41 21 11 24 11

17 38 26 12 52 21
18 33 23 13 58 42
19 35 29 14 62 27

• 20 51 33 15 38 9

21 69 44 16 36 4
22 53 29 17 30 9

23 33 28
24 63 22
26 63 35

26 60 43
27 52 38
28 64 32

29 62 41
30 43 27
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17, the tempcratuw dropped to 9°, 4°, and 9° P., res-

pectively. All plants were moved Indoors on December 18.

The two oold periods so close together were severe enough

to fatally Injure all plants, though some of the plants

did not die for a south or more. The nearly optima green-

house temperatures allowed the less severely Injured plants

to survive for a tine while those more severely Injured

died Immediately.

Very little was learned from this planting except

that a few families Fi-la-15, Fi-lb-3, F^-lb-6 and Fj-Sa-2

contained a comparatively large number of plants, six or

more of the ten plants per family, that showed a lore:*

preliminary freezing injury than did other families.

Plants Kept In the Greenhouse . A second and duplicate

planting was made of the eighty-two ?2 families of this

Kanred x Blackball cross. This second planting was grown

in the greenhouse. Plants were allowed to grow until four

to six inches high or until they had begun to tiller. They

were then frosen in an automatically regulated frees ing

machine for a twelve-hour period. The mean temperature

chosen, after a aeries of preliminary freezing trials on

Kanred and Blackball, was -8.5° C. or 16.7° F. In each

freezing lot, five or more plants of each parent were

Included as standards to be used as a comparison of the
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amount of Injury to the hybrids. The teraperntures

selected were such as would cause rather severe Injury to

Blackhull, the leas hardy parent, and only slight injury

to the Kanred plsnts. At these temperatures the msjorlty

of the hybrid* were expected to be injured more than Black-

hull and less than Kanred. A 3mall proportion of the P.

plants was expected to be less hardy than Blackhull, and It

was thought that another portion night show tore cold

resistance than Kanred, such was found to be true, as will

be shown later.

Prellnlnary freezing trials Indicated that differential

freezing results were harder to get when plants were

frosen for a few hours at t low temperature than when

frozen for a 10-12 hour period at a higher temperature.

It was found that at very low temperatures, the period of

time between no injury and complete killing of a variety

was too short for accurate determination. Twelve hours

proved to be a convenient schedule for freezing two sets

of plants each day. The degree of freezing Injury was

fcwnd to be considerably affected by the amount of mois-

ture In the soil at the time of freezing, plants In a

molet soil were leas injured than those in a dry soil.

An explanation of this may be that dry soil is a better

conductor of cold since it contains more air. such a sail
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when placed in the freezing chamber allowed the temperature.

to dr rapidly Hn anSA the same soil if it were

wet. riants frozen for twelve hours In a dr joII will be

at an average lo.rcr lilnlssua: te-aporaturo foi j>ore hours

than will similar plants frozen in a wet soil.

Each lot of approximately eighty-five plants in the

freezing box resniired from four- to six hours of continuous

refrigeration to lower them to the mean minimum temperature

of -8.5° C. Once the minimum of -10° C. was reached, the

temperature alternated over a range of 3° C, i.e., from

-10° C. to -7° C, overy fifteen to thirty minute*. The

period* of alternation became slower toward* the end of

twelve-hour period a* the eoll temperature approached

a constant*

;ht to ten daya after freezing, a preliminary set of

freezing injury notes was taken, based on the visible

aa ount of leaf Injury, iero ..as used to indioate complete

survival or no injury, fifty per oent referred to such

plants a* had approximately half of the tissue above

ground killed, and 100 per eent was used to indioate com-

plete killing.

A seoond Mt of notes was taken on s ccie of the plant*

ten to fourteen da^s later. Many of the plants yellowed

so badly as to prevent the taking of an accurate second



note. -.ccond readings that were taken Oieoked very

olosel/ with the first I

In an attempt to prevent plants fro* yellowing, a

nutrient solution slnllar to the one used In the plants

kept cst-of-doors was added to the plants grown In the

greenhouse. MM results were similar to those previously

described. Some of the plants survived, others seemed to

recover for a ti»e bat died later, and others showed no

signs of improvement. The plants that survived were grown

-.turlty. Habit of growth and date of heading notes

were taSten on all these plants. At the time of harvest,

notes were taken on height of plants, number of culms, and

number of heads. Ro differences in glume coloring were

apparent. The greenhouse conditions evidently were not

such a3 to develop the black glume color in the Elackhr.ll

parental variety.

Wlnterhardlness . The artificial freesing studies made

in the greenhouse showed some appreciable differences

between the Kanred and Blackball checks and hetween »,

hybrid families.

Figure 1 Indicates that the greatest amount of freezing

injury, 93.9 per oent, occurred in family Fj-eb-6 and that

the least injury, 58 per cent, occurred in family KJ-2S-2.
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The ave. Jury of the flftai Seated Yfas 76.6

tint, as . pa* cent, the average of

hull, and 70.5 per cent for Kanred.

•eesive scgr taa evident. Dm tight

faalliea Fj-ll-5, Fi-lb-3, F-l-Ic-4, Fj-22-ld-l, ^-28-2,

p.«4fo4 ,
:'

x
-i-c-2 and j^-Sa-2 shoved lco3 average freezing

-ii-y than the tvcragc of the Kanred plants and consider-

ably Mi resistance Mm the average of the Slaekhull

checks. Ha sverago per cent of freezing injury o? Blaok-

iaill .fae hither than tli&t of any one of the fifteen hylrld

families. Stem • | clever, Individual plants fron a

number of fauilics that were less hardy than were rcaEy of

individual plants of iilackhull, A sl-glc plant la not

Idered a reliable index of the cold resistance of a

variety or of a hybrid family.

Relative Freezing Injury to Plants Frozen in the Day-

time and at Hight. Table II. ahows that of nine lots of

hybrid plants froaen, five during the day and four during

the night, that the plants in the five daytime freezing

lota received a higher degree of injury than did the lots

frozen at night. The average per cent injury of those

frozen during the daytime was 86.6 per cent, as compered

with an average of 62.4 per cent for the lots froaen at
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- Table Z Comparative Injury to Rawed, Blaokhull i

frozen during the day and at night.
and F3 hybrids.

•

Agronony Greenhouse, Kanhattan, Kansas, 1927-1928.

I

: Plants frozen
Stl

7 A.M. to 7 P.M. in Plants frozen
: Ho. of
: plants

1

7 P.M. to 7 A.M. t

i t

I Ave. % injury i

i I

(Lot Ho.

1

So. of

plants
t lit

i Ave. % Injury itiLot So.:

y^ragn

1

3
6
7

9

6
5

4
5

24

95.5 2
98.8 4

100.0 6

100.0 8

76.5

5

5

5
8

77.0
83.8
72.0
30.0

Total and
Average 54 94.2 23 65.7

BLACKUULL

-

1

9
5
7

9

6
4
e
s

33

100.0 2
99.5 4
100.0 6

100.0 8

94.2

6
5
5

7

99.2
91.6
95.6
82.4

Total aod
Average 53 98.7 22 92.2

Pg HTHRIDS

»

1

S
6
7

9

90
90
93
81
20

86.6 2
89.9 4
94.1 6

93.3 8

69.2

87
84
73
89

57.3
71.9

70.4
50.2

Total and
Average 374 86.6 333 62.4
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tats frosea in the sect)

tests show sijsllar i . re lots of Elaekbnll frosen

-jury. Vast lots frozen

during the - nti

averaged 65.7 per cert and 34 .2 par cert Injury for the

night and day freezing lots, repcectively.

Mjpoa graphically that plants froze, during

a tjrelve-haur period are injured more by freezing

than are plants that mrt fi-ozen at the same teaipei'ature for

a twelve -hour period at night. The data in figure £ are

not Identical v.lt'i tioso given in fttfflj il., but the

differences are always In the sarce direction; i.e., more

severe freezing injury to the plants frozen In the I

time.

A probable explanation for this may be that plants

frozen during the night have had a ohan«e, during tne day,

to aanufacturo carbohydrates and to Increase their cell

sap concentration, while plants frozen during thrt day,

after a period of relative inactivity during the night, have

not had this chance of building up a reserve food supply.

During the night, plant foods manufactured the previous day

have been utilized b/ the rapidly growing plants or have

been distributed through the plant so that plt-nts frozen



during the day smj have a umr i.ji

witii wnicu to resist j.c. ba J3 than ilant* thot are

iroiie;. a* ai,., .

Frequency Distribution of Percentages of Pressing

Tnjnrj* *• frequency distribution of the free-sing injury

of the ?J5 hybrids is shown in Table III. and in Figure ?.

The per cent of freesinsj injury of the plants Included la

yiirore 3 is shown to range from 5 *>er cent to 98 per cent.

The freesins injury curve is bimodal with the modes at

70 per cent and 100 per cent. Two classes of plants seen

to have been present; those that were as hardy or a little

less hardy than Blackball, and those that approached Kanred

in cold resistance.

Habit of Growth of i's Plants and Parents. '.*. Terences

in the growth habit of the Kanred and Blaclthull parents

led to a study of this character in the f
&
hybrids. Then

the plants were approximately six inches tall, they were

grouped into three classes according to their habit of

growth, ihese classes were erect, semi-erect M4 prostrate

or spreading. Plants showing an upright habit of growth

were classed as erect. Those classed as prostrate were

decidedly flat and spreading, rhe plants that were aiore

or less intermediate In type of growth were termed seal*

erect.
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Svwry plant of Kanred was classed as baring a prostrate

growth habit* Blackball plants were classified as semi-

erect. 9m Boater of F3 plants placed in each class is

shown in Table IV.

TAitLS IV. OSOWTH HABIT OF Fg HXB8ID8, CA1KKD X

BuADWU., AQROHOitY OHEKsHOUSB, 1927-1928

Erect : Semi-erect : Prostrate : Total Number of Plants

15 193 54 262

The plants classed as erect and serai-erect were com-

bined and compared with those classed as prostrate in

growth habit, 'i'he observed ratio was 208 erect and semi-

erect to 54 prostrate.

The growth habit of individual families and of in-

dividuals within a family varied from an erect habit of

growth to as prostrate a growth habit as that of Kanred,

although as Table IV. shows, the semi-erect growth habit

of cJlackhull was dominant.

Only minor differences In leaf and culm color, leaf

type, and general appearance of the hybrid plant- a were

noticed, as far as the writer could observe, moat of the

hybrids were intermediate to the Kanred and blackball

parents in leaf shape, color and general appearance.



Date of Heading of Kanred, Blackball and F3 Hybrids.

A study of the beading dates showed that some families have

a much earlier average beading date, and sobs plants a

such later average heading date, than either parent. The

date of heading varied from Hay 7 for family F,-la-l to

May 20 for family Fj-20-10. Individual plents showad a

still greater variation In date of heading. One Individual

In family Fj-22-ld-S headed April 20, and as an extreme In

the opposite direction, one plant in family Pj-Se-S did

not head until May 26. The average date of heading for

186 Fg plants that survived the freezing treatment and grew

to maturity was May 14. This date proved to be two days

later than the average for 21 Kar.red plants that reached

maturity, and twelve days later than the average of four

Blaekhull plants that reached maturity.

These dates are contrary to expectation as Blackball

usually heads but two to three days earlier than Kanred.

The four surviving Blackball plants were probably early

ones and should not be taken as an average for the variety.

The number of plants of Kanred and Blaekhull is too small

to serve as a reliable Index aa to average date of heading

of these varieties. The freexlng treatment given the

hybrid plants very likely altered their normal develop-

ment and date of heading, also.
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of Plana .jiileh "urvived the freezing treatment.

At the time of harvest, the height of all plants was mea-

sured, -no data on height of plant are presented In

Table V. and *igure 4. The hybrids varied from an average

of 16.4 Inches for the family Fj-la-0 to 22.6 Indies for

family Fj-20-1. The average height of the plants in forty-

seveu families was 19.0 inches as compared with la.2 inches

for -Jiackhull and 18.6 inches for Kanred. 'Ten families had

an average height that was lower than the average of Kanred.

Seventeen families Had an average height less than the

average of Blackhull. twenty-seven families had an average

height greater than that of Blackhull and thirty-five

families averaged taller than the average of Kanred. It is

not known waether or not this slightly increased height of

the K3 hybrids la the result of hybrid vigor or of inherited

genes for increased height.

Height measurements were also studied with the inten-

tion of determining whether or not freezing Had any effect

on the height of plants. As Is shown In Table V., the

plants that were frozen in the refrigeration machine pro-

duced shorter culms on the average than those of unfrozen

plants, 'x'lie average of the plants in family F^-Sb is an

exception to this in that the froxon plants averaged 0.4

of an inch taller tlian the unfrozen ones.
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Table £ fiffeot of freezing a the height of Kanred, Blaokhull and

Fg hybrids,

Greenhouse, Manhattan, Kansas, 1927-28.

I t 1

« t Are. height, inches

1

t > 111 >

I 1 Frozen t 1

s

Unfrozen 1

Kanred

18.6 20.0

So. of plants 21 5

Blaokhull

19.2 20.2

No. of plants 4 5

F3 hybrids

F3 Culture Ho.

F, - 6b 19.3 18.6
F, - 6 18.3
F, - 22 1 21.0 20.5
F, - lb |lll| 22.0 21.0
F, -2b [Bi K) 20.3 22.3
r, - is 19.45 21.9
F, - lb 19.2 21.0
F, - lo 19.95 20.8
F, - 22 - Id - 1 19.25 ^3.0
F, -2» - 2 21.7
F, - 2b 22.0
F, - 2o 19.8 23.8
F, - 3a 19.1 23.1
F, - Sb 18.4 24.2
F, - So 18.8

19.7

20.8

21.5

Ho. of plants 190 82
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The averages of the various families In the unfrozen

lots varied frori 18.3 inches for family P^-0 to 23.8 inches

for family P^-Sc. ilie average height of the plants of the

fifteen unfrozen families was 21. b inches and that of the

plants of frozen families was 19.7 inches, i'he two parent

varieties showed a similar difference in height of plants.

Those that had been frozen were not as tall as those that

were grown to maturity without freezing, rrozen plants of

Blackball averaged 19.2 Inches and the unfrozen plants

averaged 20.2 inches. The Kanred plants averaged 16.6

inches for the plants that had been frozen and 20.0 inches

for the plants not frozen.

The averages 3 .own are not entirely reliable due to

the small number of individuals that survived the freezing

tests. Only eighteen plants were available for obtaining

the average height of the unfrozen F_ hybrids and only

forty-eight for obtaining the average of the plants that

had been frozen for twelve hours.

Dumber of Culms and Heads per plant . It was expected

that there would be a close relation between the number of

culms and M»e number of heads that were produced by a

plant. Figure 5 shows a graph of these two characters and

averages of the number of culms and the number of heads

produced by the P3 hybrids and by each parent. In harvest-
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lag these plants only those heads were taken which were

at least moderately well filled and nearly fully matured.

An Increase In the number of culms is nearly always followed

by an increaas In the number of heads produced.

The family P]-lc-12 produced the lowest average number

of tillers, three, although it averaged S heads per plant.

The family P-^.ac-6 produced the greatest number of tillers,

11, but averaged only 7 heads per plant. Two >-eada was

the least average number produced by a family. This family,

F;j-22-ld-7, produced an average of 6 tillers per plant.

Family Fj-le-6 averaged the greatest number of heads, 8,

from an average of 9.5 culms per plant.

The average number of tiller and head* per plant pro-

duced by the P5 hybrids was 5.9 and 4.5, respectively, for

the forty-sever families, as compared with an average of

6.0 tillers and 6.0 heads for Blackball, and 5.1 tillers

and ?.2 heads for Knnred. Table VI. shows a highly

si-nifleant correlation of .9819* .0009 for these two

characters.

Effect of Preening Injury on Number of Tillers and

B—da per plant . A study made of the plants froxen In a

refrigeration machine for twelve hours and of unfroaen

plants, Indicates that freezing causes an increase in the
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»r of tillers produced by s plant and a decrease In

the number of heads produced. Table 711. shown that the

frozen hybrido of the twenty-one families studied produced

an average of 5.9 tillers per plant compared with an aver-

age of 5.1 tillers per unfrozen plant. Blackball produced

an average of 6.0 tillers per plant when frosen and only

4.0 when unfrozen. Krr.red produced an average of 5.1

tillers per plant when frozen and 4.5 when unfrozen.

Table 711. and Figure 6 show the range In the number

of heads produced and the decreased number of heads that

are produced by plants that have been frosen during an

earlier stage of their growth. Plants of twenty-one

unfrozen P5 hybrid families averaged 5.1 heads per plant,

compared with only 4.1 heads per plant when frozen. Kanred

averaged 5.2 heads rer frozen plant and 4.0 heads per un-

frozen plant. Blackhull, In this case, Is an exception,

as the frozen Individuals produced an average of 5 newts

per plant ae compared with the average of 4 heads per plant

produced by the unfrozen individual*. The number of plants

of Blackhull available was not sufficient for a reliable

comparison.

r.iiimfi Color . In some seasons, the glumes of Black-

hull wheat are black. As yet the nature of the pigment or
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Table 7 Humber of tillers and heads of frozen ana unfrozen

plants of Kanred, Blaofchull and F3 hybrids,

Greenhouse, Manhattan, Kansas, 1927-1928.

I 1 11 1

I

t

t Ho. of fillers ti Ho. of Heads t

: 1 11 I

I 1 Frozen 1 Unfrozen 11 Frozen 1 Unfrozen 1

Kanred

6.1 4.5 3.2 4.0

(21 plants frozen, 5 plants unfrozen)

Blackball

6.0 4.0 6.0 4.0

(4 plants :frozen, 5 plants unfrozen)

P3 Hybrids

F3 Culture Bo.

F,-la-ll 5.5 3.0 4.0 3.0
" 12 4.0 3.0 4.0 3.0
" 18 3.6 4.0 2.6 4.0

F,-lb- 3 6.6 4.0 3.6 4.0
" 6 4.0 10.0 4.0 7.0

F,-lo- 4 10.0 5.0 4.0 5.0
" 9 4.0 5.0 4.0 5.0

15 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

F, -22-14-2 4.7 4.0 4.2 3.0

5 7.0 5.0 4.0 4.0

F,-2a- 3 4.0 5.0 4.0 5.0
" 4 5.0 6.0 3.6 6.0
" 6 5.0 6.0 3.6 8.0
" 9 6.6 4.0 6.3 4.0

F,-2o- 5 8.0 4.0 5.0 4.0

6 9.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

F,-3a- 4 9.0 5.0 4.0 4.0
" 9 4.0 4.0 2.0 3.0
" 12 8.5 8.0 6.2 8.0

F,-3o- 3 4.0 5.0 3.0 4.0
" 7 6.7 5.0 5.2 5.0

Ave. of (49) F3 5.9 5.1 4.1 4.7

plants
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the conditions necessary for the expression of this charac-

ter are not known. In the 1927-1928 greenhouse plantings,

no color was evident in the glumes of either the Blackhull

parent or in the F3 hybrids so that no study of the inherit-

ance of glume color could be made.

Plumpness of Kernels , notes on plumpness of kernels

were taken on the grain of 265 individual Pj plants. Table

Till, shows that the per cent plumpness of kernels of the

Fs plants ranged from 20 per cent to 98 per cent, with the

mode at 90. 'ihe average plumpness note of the 265 F. plants

was 75.1 per cent. The average plumpness of kernels of 28

lanred plants was 84.6 per cent as compared with 76.5 per

cent for the 10 Blackball plants. Blackhull wheat, when

grown under average field conditions, usually has a higher

test weight than Kanred.

Individual families showed a wide range in average per

cent plumpness. Family Fi~2c-10 had the lowest average per

cent plump note, 52.5 per cent, and family Fj-ls-11 had

the highest average per cent plump note, 91.6 per cent.

One plant In each of the families Fj-lb-11 and F-^-Sc-5

produced the shrivelled kernels grading only 20 per cent

plump. Four families, Fj-6-3, Fj-lc-7, Fj-22-ld-S and

F^-20-15 produced individuals having kernels that were 98

per cent plump. The kernels of many of the Fj hybrids
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reeemoled blacichu.il in plumpness and In general appearance.

A few F3 plants produced kernels of a dark, hard, lustrous

appearance, characteristic of Kanred and Turkey. Host of

., howeTer, had a dull, opaque, serai-hard appearance

that is characteristic o" uae.'ihall.

Sinter Wheat Bursery

In September of 1927, seed of eighty-two F3 hybrid

families were sown in the winter wheat nursery at Manhattan.

Twenty-fire kernels of each family wej-e apacsed-planted in

eight-foot rows. The rows wot*© twelve inches apart. Kan-

red and Blackball checks were alternated every twenty-fifth

row.

Winter Survival of Fs Hybrids. Approximately a rao&th

after planting, counts wore made of the number of plants

growing in eac;\ row. In the spring a similar count was

ante. From these figures, winter survival percentages were

calculated.

Table IX. shows average percentages of survival of

SO.O for i-am-od, 73.5 for ^lackhull and 91.4 for the F,

hybrids or an advantage of 1.4 per cent for the hybrids as

compared with Kanrod.

Family Fj-SJb had the lowest average per cent survival,

68.8, as compared with the highest average per cent survival
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100, for family F,-lc. Individuals within a family ahowed

* »tlll greeter range. Twenty-four rowa showed 100 per

cent survival as compared with 59.0 per cent for family

Fj-eb-7.

Figure 7 la a frequency distribution of the survival

percentages of the Fj hyferlds of Ksnred x Blackhull. So

?3 family showed complete killing and the mode waa in the

96-100 survival class. The number of check rows of Kanred

and Blackhull was too small to give a reliable picture of

the winter survival of these two varieties, although the

data obtained are In agreement with many other comparisons

of these two varieties.

Height of .plants . As In the Fg generation and in the

F3 greenhouse planting, the Fg hybrids sown In the nursery

were taller than either of the parental varieties.

Table X. shows that the average height of Kanred

plants la 36.5 Inches, Blackhull 57.1 inches and the Fg

hybrids, 37.6 inches.

Individual families showed a range of 7 Inches.

Family Fj-22-ld-l was the shortest, with an average height

of 34 Inches as compared with the 41-inch averages of

famillee Fj-lb-9, F^b-1, F^b-^ and Fx-2b-7.
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The same results are sham graphically In Figure 8.

The node la at 58 Inches. ?he curve falls away gradually

on either side; I.e., approaches the normal or bell-shape

curve.

Pate of Heading . The Fs farllles were dated first

headed when the lower floret* of about 10 per cent of the

heads In the row had appeared above the leaf sheaths.

The average date of first heading for the Fg hybrids

was Hay 24, as compared with Hay 20 for the Kanred and Black-

hull parents. In most years Blackball heads two to four

days earlier than Kanred, aa was the caae In 1928 in the

check-rows of these two varieties grown in direct compari-

son with the crosses.

Table XX. shows that a number of F3 families had an

earlier date of first heading than Elackhull, but that the

average for the hybrids was four days later than for

Blaekhull and Kanred.

the earliest average date of first heading of any of

the P3 families was Hay 20. Three families, F^Sb-7,

Fj-lb-4 and Fj-20-6 headed on this date as contrasted with

two families, S^-aa-e and Fj-28-9, that headed on Hay 29,

the latest average date of first heading.

Date of Hlpenlng. As the Individual rows of each
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family matured and became ripe enough to harvest, a date

of ripening note was assigned to each.

The average date of ripening of the ?3 hybrids was

July 3 which was five days later than Kanred and seven days

later than Blackball. As with date of first heading, the

range among Individual families was large. Some P_ plants

ripened earlier than the average of Blackhull, though most

of them ripened later than Kanred, the later parent.

Table XII. shows only a two-day range In the date of

ripening of the F3 hybrids; i.e., from July 2 to July 4.

This Illustrates the fact that heading dates are more

reliable measures of inherent earllness than are ripening

dates. The hot weather that usually occurs in Kansas at

harvest time tends to ripen nearly all lines at about the

same date, even though they headed at different dates.

TABLE III. DATE OF i.IFEHIKQ OF I .. 3IACKHULL A.KD P,

RTBRIDS, AOKOHOIff KURSERT, 1928

Variety

•Kanred

•Blackball

St hybrids

: July : July : July
: 2 : 3 : 4
J • •

Number
of
rows

•

Average
date of
ripening

2 : June 28

2 : June 26

: 24 36 8 68 ':

July 3

•Average ripening date of Kanred rod Blackhull in the
advanced winter wheat nursery.

^V



These data indicate that the TSj fainiliea were com-

paratively homozygous and uniform for date of ripening,

although as stated above, enviromental influences tend to

mask hereditary differences.

Leaf Kuat . Leaf rust notes indicate that some of the

hybrid* are more resistant than either parent. Leaf rust

percentages were estimated, based on the amount of leaf

tissue that was covered with rust pustules. Zero was used

to indicate complete absence of pustules and 100 per cent

indicated a very large number of pustules per square

centimeter of leaf area. The scale used for estimating

rust percentages is the one commonly used by field men of

the Office of Cereal Crops and Diseases, United States

Department of Agriculture.

Xanred showed an average of 56 per cent leaf rust,

Blackhull averaged 59 per cent and the hybrids 44.4 per

cent.

Table XIII. shoes that the average percentage of leaf

rust on #3 families varied from 50 to 70 per cent. Only

en* family averaged 70 per cent of leaf rust as compared

with 12 families that showed an average of 30 per cent leaf

rust. Ho leaf rust notes were taken on individual plants.

Within ah P3 row, leaf rust infection sometimes varied from
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10 to 90 per cent, indicating that such a family waa

heterozygous for mat resistance.

TABLE XIII. £EAF RUST INFECTION « KAJTRET, BLACKHOLL AID
P3 HYBRIDS, ACKOKOKr WJNSERY, 1928

sssssssaassmaswaMMMMBMpMHMMMMSBaaasassaxxsssssssss:

Variety 30 : 40
t

50 : 60 : 70 of
rows

: Average
: per cent
: leaf ruat

aKanred

*Blackhull

T,

J

15

58.0

59.0

5 Hybrids : 12 28 15 13 1 j 69 : 44.4

^Average per cent leaf rust infection on Kanred and Black-
hull in the advanced winter wheat nursery.

Huiaber of Culna and number of Beads per Plant . Aa the

Individual plants were harvested in the field, counts were

made of the number of culms and the number of heads per

plant. The averages of the plants from eaeh row were cal-

culated and are shown graphically in Figure 9 which shows

that a plant producing a large number of culms usually

produce? a large number of heads per plant.

Family F1-3c-6 (row 7901) averaged the most culms,

23.8, and had 19 heads per plant. Families Fi-Sa-4 (row

7884) and Fx-3o-l (row 7896) are disregarded because only

one plant occurred in each of these rows. The lessened com-

petition for space and soil moisture was no doubt respon-
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slble for the greater development of these individual

plants. Family Fj-lc-5 (row 7844) produced the lowest

average number of culms and her.ds -er plant, 9.1. Six

other families produced a lower average number of heads

per plant, but in each case more than 9.1 culms were pro-

duced. Fanily F-^-6-ii (row 7826) produced the lowest

average number of heads per plant. The seventy-four F.

hybrid families produced an average of 14.4 culms and 11,4

heads per plant. A comparison of these two plant characters

showed them to be Intermediate to Kanred and Blackhull.

Blackhull averaged 13.9 culms and 10.7 heads per plant.

Kanred averaged 15.5 culms and 12.4 heads per plant.

Correlation Between Htmber of Heads per Plant and

Weight of grain per Plant , in Figure 9 there is a close

relationship shown between the number of heads and the

weight of grain produced per plant. The same family that

produced the greatest number of culms and heads per plant

also produced the greatest weight of grain per plant.

Family Fj-S-2 (row 7826) which produced the lowest average

number of heads per plant produced the lowest yield of

grain per plant. Probably the fact is of little importance

that 66 of the 74 facilies produced ncre grams of grain per

plant than they did number of heeds per plant. The F_
3
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hybrids . uge of 12 ,C grsr.s of grain per plant,

compered with 8.6 nv.& 8.7 grams of grain per plant for

Blackhull and Kanrod, respectively. Rm closr. correlation

between number of heads and weight of grain per plant Is

shown In Table XIV., In which the correlation coefficient

Is .8954* .0054.

Beak Length. Before threshing the heads, the beak

length of each plant in the seventy-four SV families was

measured by means of a small millimeter rv.le.

Figure 10 shows that the average bea:.- length of the

F5 hybrids was intermediate to the average beak length of

the parent*. The average beak length for BlackhuU waa

4.2 mm., for Kar.red It was 10.4 mm. and the average for the

F
5
hybrids was 7.3 cm. Individual hybrid families showed

a wide variation in teak length; i.e., 30i.;regation for this

character waa definite and clear cut. lunily F^-Se-4 (row

7884) had the lonjjost average beak leni-th, 23.0 mm., and

family F-^-iSb-i (row 7839) had the shortest average beak

length, 1.0 ma.

A study was cade of the correlation between beak length

and yield of grain per plant. Tills correlati rtn surface is

shown in Table XV. ttm correlation coefficient is very

low, .07674.0279 and is not significant.
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Glume Cplor . Ho reliable data were obtained on the

Inheritance of glume color because of the fact that the

conditions under which the plants were grown were not

favorable for the expression of glume color In all of the

Blackhull plants. The optimum conditions for the produc-

tion of glume color are not known. Only a small number of

Blackhull plants and F3 hybrids produced black glumes. In

the range from black to white glumes, two Intermediate

classes were noted. One contained plants having medium

black glumes and the other, plants having only a trace of

black color in the glumes .

Table XVI. shows the range of glume color. All of the

18 Rawed plants that reach maturity had white glumes. Of

the 13 Blackhull plants, 2 had white glumes, 2 had a trace

of black, 4 had glumes classed as medium black and 5 were

classed as black. Six hundred fourteen F3 hybrid plants

were classified as to glume color. Of these, 335 plants

had white glumes, 200 showed a trace of black color, 74

were classed as medium black and only 5 plants produced

black glumes.
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TABLE XVI. GLUME COLOK OF KAHI-ffiD, BTACKHUIX AMD Pg

UtOHOKY BUhSKUr, 1928

Number of Plants t Total
Variety : Trace or : teeaium : :

to : black : black : Black t

number of
plant*

Kanred 18 : IB

Blackhull 2 2 4 5 : IS

Pj hybrid* S35 200 74 5 1 614

::;::s;:::is::::==sr:=3=s.=========xs==sx=a====s===ss=========

Until the envlromental factors necessary for the pro-

duction of black color In the Blackhu.il parent are known.

It will be Impossible to make an accurate study of the

inheritance of this character.

Study of Assoc latlon Between Beak Length and Glume

Color . A study was made to see whether there was any

association between beak length and glume color. The data

on these two characters are presented in Table XVII. The

supposition was that all of the Kanred plants would have

white glumes and long beaks while the Blackball plants

would have black glumes and short beaks. The F- hybrid*

would be expected to have beaks of varying lengths and

gltwes ranging from colorless, like Kanred, to those as

black as those of Blackhull.

All of the Kanred plants had white glumes and long

beaks. Blackhull, on the other hand, produced glu
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ranging from white to a trace of sedium jlack and

oxacK. aoar; lengUis of moat ulaCKhuj.1 plants were shorter

than those of Kanred. ihe average beak ien&th of the

Blaokhull plants over-lapped tuo lower beak length range

of the ivanred plants. JSo linkage or association seems to

exist between long beak lengtu and color of glumes.

Plumpness of Kernels . After thresliing, plumpness

notes were taken on MM grain of each of the F3 plants.

Figure 11 and iaoie XVIII. show that Individual plants pro-

duced seeds ranging; from 30 per cent to 38 per cent plump.

Six hundred forty-one Ps hybrids had an average plumpness

note of 89.6 per cent wMoh was an advantage of 2.7 per

cent over Kanred and 3.1 per cent over iilackhull. Host of

the F, hybrids, 574 of the 641 plants, were 85 to 95 per

cent plump. In general appearance, grain of many of the

hybrids resembled ixackhull in that the kernels had the same

characteristic pliimp, opaque and semi-hard appearance. Kan-

red, on the other hand, produced kernels that were usually

not quite so plump but which had more of a dark, hard,

lustrous appearance.

*JMn»l gype of £3 Hybrids. oiaekhull kernels

ordinarily have but very little crease or have a rather
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flat belly. Kanred kernels usually *ave a nare prominent

"v" shaped crease. The grain of each of the F, famlllea

was examined and was classified aa "X" if It resembled Kan-

red nrd aa "B" if it resembled Blackball. 'Table .Vina

shoes that in type of c.-ctae, 42 of tiie hybrid progenies

resembled Kanred, 24 resembled Elackhull and 17 were

intermediate and were classed as doubtful.

TABLE XVIIIa. KEKHEL TYPE OF »
5 BTBR1DS OP KAHHED X

BLACKHBLL, ACffiOHOKT NURSEH7, 1928

: Similar : Similar
Variety : to : to

: Blsckhull : Kanred

Kesenblance Total
doubtful : number of

: families

Kanred

Blackball

F, hybrids

13

24

18

42 17

18

13

83

:rs!:::::::5::t;rrs;:rr:::;s:ss;:s:r:

P4 Greenhouse Cultures, 1928-1920

Cm Hovember 3, 1928, ten kernels of each of eighty-

four F. hybrid families and five each of twenty-seven F-

hybrid families, were planted in clay pots in the green-

house. On the same date, 100 kernels of Kenred and of

Blackball were sown. The parental plants were used as

checks for the P4 hybrids. Up to the time of frees tog, the

F^ hybrids received the same treatment as to watering and
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temperatures as did the second F„ greenhouse planting*

l.'ine lots of plants were frozen for six-hour periods

•t a mean minimum temperature of -11° C. Half of the pots

from each family were frozen in the morning and early after-

noon from 8 ajn. to 2 p.m. The others were frozen In the

afternoon and early evening from 2 p.m. to 8.p.m. As In

the F3 greenhouse freezing studies, it was noticed that the

F^ plants frozen in a dry soil were more severely Injured

than were plants that were frozen in a wet soil. Treatment

after freezin;; was the same as or. the Pg generation pre-

viously described, notes on amount of freezing injury were

taken as on the F5 plants.

The average per cent freezing Injury of 504 F4 plants

was 65.4 as shown in Table XIX. and Figure 12. Forty-nine

Xanred plants had an average freezing Injury note of

54 .5 per cent as compared with forty-cine Blackball plants

that averagwd 77.9 per cent. The F4 hybrids were clearly

intermediate in cold resistance, compared with Kenred and

Blaekhull. A similar blmodal curve was evident in ths F.

generation as In the F_ generation. The lower mode was at

5 per cent freezing injury. Plants In this class excelled

Kanred in cold resistance. Those plants less hardy than

Blackhull made up the second mode, located at the 98 per

cent point on the curve.
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Individual plentB In the F. generation ranged from

zero, no freezing Injury, to ICO pes eent or complete

killing.

fciaates of CMWlag Injury to individ'^1 plants of

Eanred and El»c>hull are presented graphically la Figure IS.

Kanred had sort plant3 than Blackball that Ml a low freez-

lng injury. lanrefi also had many less plants than Black-

hull with a high degree of freezing injury.

Comparative Injury to Plants Frozen in the Morning

and in the Afternoon , ha In the studies of F3 plants made

during the winter of 1927-1920, plants frozen in the after-

noon, after a daylight period of aotlve growth, showed

leas freezing injury than did plants that were frozen In

the morning, after a night period of darkness, in Table XX.

a comparison Is shown of the freezing Injury to Kanred,

Blackhull and F4 hybrids frozen in the morning and In the

afternoon. The average freezing injury percentages are

67.0 for Kanred, 85.5 for 31ackhull and 72.3 for the F,

plants frozen during the morning. For lots frozen in the

afternoon, an average advantage; i.e., less severe freezing

Injury, of 7.4 per cent for Kanred, 6.0 per cent for Black-

hull and 3.8 per cent for the F
4

hybrids is shown. The

differences are not so great as were those of the F. lots
3
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Taole IQ Comparison of injury to Kanred, Blaokhull and F4 Hybrids
frozen in the morning and in the afternoon.

Agronomy Greenhouse, Manhattan, Kansas, 1928-1929.

X Hi 1

x Frosan 8 A.M. to 2 P.M. tit Frozen 2 P.M. to 6 P.M. 1

l t t lit 1 1

iLot No. I No . of plants!^ injury! i : Lot No.i No. of plants x% injury!

Kanred

1 8 22.5 2 8 37.5
3 9 86.1 4 6 48.2
I 6 75.0
6 8 60.6 7 7 72.6
8 8 91.0 9 11 63.0

Totals and 39 67.0 32 59.6
ATerages

Blackhull

1 8 41.9 2 8 70.7
9 9 88.4 4 7 64.3
8 6 100.0
6 7 97.3 7 7 82.9
8

Totals and

8_
38

100.0

85.5

9 12

34

100.0

79.5
ATerages

F4 Hybrids

1 108 51.73 2 109 65.51
3 103 69.28 4 107 62.74
6 77 83.53
6 78 66.07 7 78 54.54
8 80 91.72 9 77 91.14

Totals and 446 72.3 371 68.6
ATerages

*
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frosen during the right and during the day. Lower temper-

atures were used on the F^ plant* to obtain the same rela-

tive amount of killing, but they were frosen only half at

many hours as the Fg plants. The smaller differences

between morning ar.tf afternoon frees lng injury percentages

are to he expected since only half as many hours were

allowed for the manufacture of plant foods as were avail-

able to the F5 plants frosen during the night periods.

Habit of growth . Variation in growth habit in the F4

generation was similar to that of the Fs hybrids. The.

majority of the F^ hybrids were aeni-erect, similar to the

Blackball parent. However, individuals as prostrate as any

of the Sanred plants and others more erect than Blackball

were noted.

Date of Heading . The average date of first heading of

the P^ hybrids was April 22, or one day later than the aver-

sge of Sanred and four days later than Blackball. A 43-day

ran^ft In date of heading was found in the F4 population.

The earliest date of heading was on April 15 and the

latest was on Hay 27. ?art of the variation in date of

heading wss due to the Injury of the young plants by ex-

posure to low temperatures in the freezing chamber.

Height of Plants . All of the F4 plants grown in the

greenhouse in 1928-1929 were measured. Qn the average, they



were taller than cither of tho parents, Kanrod averaged

23 .S Inches, Blackhull £5.2 inchea and the F4 hybrid*

averaged 25.5 inches ia height. The average difference

between Elackhull and the F^ hybrid* is Wtff slight. It la

;iderably leas than the difference in the F2 generation

and slightly leas than the difference between the P3 hybrlda

and the average height or Blackball. The gradual decret.se

In height with each successive generation seems to indicate

that the difference in height probably wae due to hybrid

vl-or and that the hybrid vif;or la gradually belnc, lost

with each successive generation.

Mlber of Culms trnd Heads per Plant. Kanred produced

an average of 4.3 culms end 4.ii heada per plant, Blackball

averaged 5.o culms and 4.4 heada per plant, and the P^

hybrlda produced 5.7 culms and 4.1 heads per plant. As In

the ?3 generation, there was considerable variation in the

number or culms and heads ^rouuced per plant. Individual

.tr showed wide variations. The largeat number of culms

and heads produced by an individual r 4 plant" was 11 and the

least number produced per plant waa 1 culw and heads.

The ?.} hybrlda had a sllj^tly higher average number of culms

per plant than Blackhull, but the average number of heada

per plant was slightly lower than Kanred and Blackhull.
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Glume Color. Black glume color vms developed In a

part of the Blaekhull and F4 hybrid plants. Table XXI.

•howa the Kanred, Blaekhull and p, hybrids arranged accord-

ing to glume color.

TABL . . aUJUt COLOR IH K -~iUU. AMD P4 HYBRIDS

MMM8 GRFEMtOITrT' , 1928-1985

1 1 1 I I r of Plants Total
Variety TOilte : Trace

: black
of : Medium :

: black :

Black number of
plants

Kenred 53

Blaekhull £7 1 1 37

P4 hybrids 432 39 19 4 492

::::::::::s:::lessssssassariiss ::r;::sz:ss:3 :::::::: ========r

Greenhouse conditions were evidently not optima for

the expression of black «;lume color, as 27 of the 37 Black-

hull plants produced white glumes, and 432 of the 492 P.

hybrids produced white glumes. Ho blaekhull plants having

black gluaes were found although 4 of the hybrid plants

produced black glumes.

Winter V<heat Httreery

Seventy families were sown in eight-foot rows, space

planted, in the winter wheat nursery in September, 1928.

These plants were not harvested until the end of June,



1929, • .' jouL" lot be threshed In tlsie to be described In

this ITitalS).

IBS COSCUBXOBS

A cross botween Flanred and BienKhull ns rr^e In 19?2

by B. B. Baylos. The characters of Kinred rnd Blackball

seemed to Indicate that e fairly pronlslnir new variety for

'n«d fron this cross.

Both varieties have a number of desirable characters.

Kunred, a pure line selection from Crimean wheat, is winter-

hardy, has good grain quality, is resistant to eleven

physiologic forms of sten rust and is partially resistant

to some of the forms of leaf rust. Y.'eak straw and sus-

ceptibility to Hessian fly are two of its chief defeota.

Blackball has a somewhat stlffer straw then Kanred, is

partially resistant or tolerant to Hessian fly, produces

high yields and has grain of high test weight. Kleckhull

is inferior to Kanred in winterhardiness and in baking

quality.

Clark, Martin and farker; kartin; Klages; Newton and

others have reported on various aliases of the physical

resistance of plants to low temperatures and of the

physiologi oal resistance of plants to low temperatures,

specific gravity, dry matter content, hydrogen ion con-



entrotion, etc.

The F, and F^ generations of the cross Kanred x Black-

hull were studied. Duplicate plantings, ten pots of each

of eighty-two Fs families were made In October, 19P7, in

the Agronomy Greenhouse, One of these lots was placed

out-of-doors a few days after planting. Two rather sever*

cold spells on December 7 to 11, Inclusive, r.^ien n irlntnua

of 5° P. was reached, and on December 15 to 17, Inclusive,

when a minimum of 4° F. was reached, resulted In a total

loss of both hybrids and ptTCBte* Tha second lot ras kept

In the greenhouse .nd frozen in a carbon dioxide direct

expansion refrigeration r.^cLine, Plants were frozen for

twelve hours at a temperature ranging between -7° C. and

-10° C. The average per cent freezinc Injury for the F_
o

hybrids was 76.6 as compared with 96.2 per cent for Black-

hull and 78.5 per cent for Kanred.

Transgresslve segregation, on the oold resistant tall

of the curve, was evident, IfM families sVoved less

average freezing!; Injury than Jjuired. flo F3 fadly was in-

jured as anch as the average of Blackhull.

Plants frozen in the morning or during the day are

injured more than are plants frozen during the afternoon

or at night. Plants frozen during the day had an average

per cent freezing injury note of 94.2 for Kanred, 98.7 for
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Blackball and 86.6 for the F5 hybrids, compered with the

lower average freezing Injury percentages of 65.7 for

Kanred, 92.2 for Blackball and 62.4 for the F
g
hybrid*,

when the plants were frosen at night.

Plants frosen In dry soil were more severely Injured

than those frosen In a wet soli.

A third planting was made In eight-foot rows, space

planted. In the winter wheat nursery, In September, 1927.

In both field and greenhouse piantings, notes were

taken on growth habit of young plants, date of heading,

height, number of culms, number of heads, beak length,

glume color and plumpness of grain. The semi-erect growth

habit similar to that of ^lackhull appeared to be dominant

in the F_ and F. generations.

The average date of heading in the F3 and F
4 genera-

tions, both in the greenhouse and in the field, was later

than the average heading dates of Kanred and Blackhull.

Heading dates were altered to some extent by the freeslng

injury to young plants.

Plants of the Pg , Fs and F
4

generations were taller

than Blackhull, the taller parent. With each successive

generation the height of the Hybrids decreased slightly.
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This gradual redv.e'rior. In height ia in accord with expecta-

tion, assuming that the extra heirht of the hybrids is due

to heterosis.

Leaf rust notes on the P3 hybrids indicated that some

of thwm were more resistant than Kanred.

The average number of culms produced per plant was 0.1

for Kanred, 6.0 for "laokhull and o.» for the Fg hybrids.

The average number of heads produced was 3.2 for Kanred, 5.0

laekhull and 4.5 for tho i'5 hybrids.

The F3 and P4 hybrids showed clear-cut segregation as

regards length of beaks on the outer glumes. Beaks of Kan-

red averaged 10.4 ran., those of blackball averaged 4.2 ma.

and the beaks elf the *j hybrids averaged 7.3 mm.

Blackhull produced glumes ranging from white to black

ir. color} i.e., growing conditions were not such as to favor

the full development of the black glume color. Moat of the

hybrid plants had colorless plumes.

Many of the "3 hybrid plants produced grain that

resembled the rather plump, dull, semi-hard kernels of iilaok-

hull. The average plumpness note of kernels produced by 641

Pj plants was 89. C per cent, compared with average plumpness

of Kanred kennels, 80.9 per cent, and 86.5 per cent for

Blackhull.

The general appearance of the data obtained from the

?2, P3 snd F4 generations seem to Indicate that a new
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variety with the grain quality and winterhardlnees of Kan-

red and with the stiff straw, high yield and heavy teat

weight of Biackhull may be obtained from this cross. It

is not likely, however, that one will be obtained which

will equal 'feruaarq, Kawvale or certain selections from the

crosses, Bnsyftf x Jiarquls, Kanred x Hard Federation, prelude

x Kanred in earlinees, stiff straw and other desirable

characters

.
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